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We review various simplified models that have been advanced to describe layering (complexion) transi-
tions at grain boundaries in multicomponent solids. In particular, we first outline lattice-gas, off-lattice
atomistic and thermodynamic models that have been employed to investigate phase-like behavior at seg-
regated grain boundaries. The results of these investigations are summarized in the form of complexion
diagrams in different thermodynamic planes, and we highlight important features of these diagrams,
such as complexion transition lines and critical points. Finally, we describe current issues and provide
a future outlook.

� 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

In recent years there has been growing recognition of the
importance of the role of structural and chemical transitions
associated grain boundaries [1,2,4,5] in determining material
properties. More specifically, observations of interface-stabilized
‘‘phases”, known as complexions [6–8], have prompted investiga-
tions that have connected complexion transitions to changes in
observed properties [9], including grain-boundary (GB) mobility
and sintering behavior [10,11]. These investigations suggest that
the ability to control complexion transitions may enable the tailor-
ing of material properties via interfacial engineering. Given this
intriguing possibility, it is necessary to understand the thermody-
namics of such transitions in greater detail.

There are several approaches to modeling complexion transi-
tions that underline the competing factors that dictate interfacial
structure and chemistry. For example, Rickman et al. [12] general-
ized the lattice-gas model of surface adsorption of de Oliveira and
Griffiths [13] to examine layering transitions at both low-and high-
angle grain boundaries. This study highlighted the existence of
complexion equilibria and associated transitions, as first observed
in a regular-solution model by Wynblatt and Chatain [14,15]. In
addition, Luo and coworkers employed a phenomenological, ther-
modynamic model [16–18] to identify GB complexions and devel-
oped associated diagrams that summarize regimes of complexion
stability. This sharp-interface approach has been used to study
complexions in multicomponent systems. We also note that Tang
et al. [2] employed a phase-field model to examine complexion
transitions and their relative stability while Mishin et al. [3] used
a similar model to study grain-boundary premelting in alloys.
Finally, Frolov et al. [19] used molecular dynamics simulation of
Ag diffusion in bicrystalline Cu to study structural phase transfor-
mations at grain boundaries.

In this article, we compare and contrast various simplified mod-
els that have been advanced to describe complexion transitions at
grain boundaries in multicomponent solids. Our aim is to demon-
strate that these models capture much of the essential physics
associated with such transitions. After outlining several complex-
ion models and summarizing a few relevant results, we briefly
describe the diagrams that highlight regimes of stability and exam-
ine how these regimes may be altered as a function of, for example,
temperature and stress. Finally, we address some of the outstand-
ing issues in characterizing complexion transitions and in assess-
ing their impact on material properties.

2. Models and methodology

Several complementary models have been proposed to describe
the structure and chemistry associated with layering transitions at
grain boundaries. We begin with a review of a binary, lattice-gas
model in which the elastic interactions between atoms and a
boundary are captured using results from the micromechanics of
defects [12]. This approach is then extended to an off-lattice,
atomistic model that embodies changes in boundary structure
and vibrational modes that attend segregation [20]. A thermody-
namic model that has been used to determine the stability
of premelting-like, intergranular films is then discussed and
compared with the other approaches for complexion modeling
[16–18].
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2.1. Lattice-gas model

In this first approach, a grain boundary in a binary alloy is mod-
eled using a modified lattice-gas Hamiltonian that reflects both the
chemical and elastic interactions inherent in this system. For this
purpose, our starting point is a Hamiltonian developed to study
surface gas adsorption [13]. This modified, Ising-like Hamiltonian
is given by

H ¼ �J
X

hijk; i0j0k0i
nijkni0j0k0 þ

X

ijk

Vijknijk; ð1Þ

where J is an energy parameter, Vijk is an external field, the angle
brackets denote a nearest-neighbor summation and nijk is an occu-
pancy variable equal to zero (one) if a given site is occupied by an A
(B) atom. In a regular-solution model, J can be related to the inter-
action energies �ab between atoms of type a and b. One finds that
J ¼ �AA þ �BB � 2�ABð Þ.

We next extend this model to describe grain-boundary segrega-
tion in a bicrystal and associated complexion transitions [12]. In
particular, we construct a mean-field grand potential, X T;Dlð Þ,
for a system in contact with a thermal reservoir having a temper-
ature T and with a difference in chemical potential Dl that reflects
the aforementioned lattice-gas energetics. For simplicity, it is
assumed that the configurational entropy is given by the ideal
entropy of mixing. In this formulation Vjk embodies the elastic
interactions between the lattice-gas atoms and the grain boundary.
The equilibrium state of this system can then be determined by
minimizing X with respect to the site-occupancy variables.

For the purposes of illustration, two limiting cases for Vjk are
considered, namely those corresponding to generic low- and
high-angle boundaries. In the former case, a low-angle tilt bound-
ary is modeled as an array of edge dislocations [21,22] while, in the
latter case, the boundary is regarded as an isotropic slab inhomo-
geneity that differs elastically from the surrounding medium
[23]. In each case the atoms are modeled as spherical centers of
dilatation in an (infinite) elastically isotropic medium. For simplic-
ity, symmetric boundaries are employed here, and so only even
numbers of segregated layers can be observed. In Section 3, we
present complexion diagrams obtained from this analysis that
illustrate coexistence between different interfacial states.

2.2. Binary Lennard-Jones system in the semi-grand canonical
ensemble

Consider next a binary, atomistic model comprising lattice (A)
atoms and impurity (B) atoms that incorporates off-lattice atomic
motion and elastic interactions and permits one to vary the rele-
vant intensive parameters, such as the temperature (T), the stress
and the difference in chemical potential (Dl) [20]. For simplicity,
a modified Lennard-Jones potential [24] having parameters �ij
and rij (where the subscripts denote atom type), with Lorentz-
Berthelot rules [25] used to describe A-B interactions, is employed
to capture the energetics of this system. As is customary, energy
and length scales are reported in units of �AA and rAA, respectively.
For a periodic simulation cell containing a grain boundary and a
choice of interaction parameters, the system is equilibrated for a
given T, stress component pzz (where the z-direction in normal to
the GB plane) and Dl in the semi-grand canonical ensemble
[26,27].

To study complexion transitions, it is useful to determine the
ensemble-average interfacial excess C ¼ NB=N

0
B at each boundary,

where NB is the number of B atoms within 3 lattice parameters
of a grain boundary and N0

B is the maximum number of B atoms
in the GB region, as a function of the intensive variables. The calcu-
lation of C enables the construction of a complexion diagram that
highlights complexion coexistence. In practice, this construction is
accomplished by recording the fraction of simulation time associ-
ated with each value of C. From this information, one can then
compile a histogram that reflects the associated probability distri-
bution of C. This histogram is used, in turn, to plot the associated
complexion miscibility gap and, in addition, to obtain the interfa-
cial free energy of coexisting complexions. Some examples of this
methodology are discussed in Section 3 below.

2.3. Thermodynamic model

At longer length scales, one can formulate a thermodynamic
model of complexion equilibria in alloys by extending existing,
sharp-interface models of premelting in single-component systems
[28]. In this formulation, the excess GB energy of a (subsolidus) liq-
uidlike intergranular film in an A-B alloy, relative the correspond-
ing bulk phases, can be written as [18,29]

r x hð Þ ¼ 2ccl þ DGðvolÞ
amorphhþ rinterfacial hð Þ; ð2Þ

where h is the effective interfacial width (commonly known as the
film thickness), ccl is the energy of the crystal-liquid interface and

GðvolÞ
amorph is the free-energy cost for forming an undercooled liquid

[17]. The interfacial potential, rinterfacial hð Þ, includes the effects of
all interfacial interactions [18,29,30]. A stable subsolidus, liquid-
like interfacial complexion may exist with a maximum interfacial
width of

h < � Dc
GðvolÞ

amorph

f hð Þ; ð3Þ

where Dc ¼ 2ccl � r x h ¼ 0ð Þ and the dimensionless interface coeffi-
cient, f ðhÞ, is defined by

rinterfacial hð Þ ¼ �Dc 1� f hð Þð Þ; ð4Þ
with the boundary conditions f h ¼ 0ð Þ ¼ 0 and f h ¼ þ1ð Þ ¼ 1.
From these considerations, it is convenient to define a parameter,
k, that scales the actual interface width as [31]

k ¼ � Dc
GðvolÞ

amorph

: ð5Þ

The values of k can be obtained for specific systems by estimating
the relevant interfacial energies using statistical models and by
employing bulk phase diagram (e.g., CALPHAD) data and tools.
Computed k values can then be plotted on bulk phase diagrams to
construct ‘‘GB k-diagrams”, as in several previous studies
[11,17,18,29,32]. We note that these diagrams are not rigorous GB
complexion diagrams; however, they have been proven useful for
forecasting trends in high-temperature GB disordering, activated
sintering, Coble creep and other GB-controlled phenomena.

Eq. (2) can also be rewritten in dimensionless form as

r x hð Þ � r x 0ð Þ
�Dc ¼ �f hð Þ þ h

k
: ð6Þ

The minimization of Eq. (6) with respect to h yields an equilibrium
interfacial width, heq. If the interface coefficient decays exponen-
tially with a characteristic length n (i.e., if f hð Þ ¼ 1� exp �h=nð Þ)
for metals having one dominant short-range interaction, a non-
intrinsic GB complexion starts to develop (heq > 0) when k > n, with
an equilibrium interfacial width heq ¼ n ln k=nð Þ. However, the inter-
face coefficient for most real materials can be much more complex
and difficult to quantify. More specifically, oscillatory interface
coefficients (resulting from discrete atomic sizes) can produce lay-
ering transitions. Some examples will be presented in the next
section.
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Fig. 2. (a) The excess fraction, C, as a function of the normalized chemical potential,
Dl=�AA , for a R 5 100ð Þ twist grain boundary for an applied stress pzz ¼ 3:0. (b) The
excess fraction, C, as a function of normalized temperature. The miscibility gap
highlighting coexistence between a bare boundary and a single-layer complexion is
shown here. For this case, rBB ¼ 1:13 and �BB ¼ 3:0 in a system for pzz ¼ 0:1. These
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3. Complexion diagrams

Complexion coexistence can be summarized in the form of dia-
grams that highlight regions of complexion stability. In the case of
a binary alloy, it is useful to determine, for example, the depen-
dence of the interfacial excess, C, on Dl and thereby identify which
complexions are stable at a given temperature, T. For convenience,
we define s, the ratio of T to the critical temperature for the bulk
alloy in the mean-field approximation. For the aforementioned
lattice-gas model, Fig. 1a shows C as a function of the normalized
chemical potential, Dl=J for a prototypical high-angle boundary.
For the three temperature ratios shown here, it is evident that
the system undergoes a series of first-order layering transitions.
This information may be replotted in the form of a complexion dia-
gram in the C-s plane, as shown in Fig. 1b. For the various com-
plexion states there exists a series of miscibility gaps that
summarize regimes of complexion coexistence, with each gap ter-
minating in a critical point.

Consider next the binary Lennard-Jones system simulated in the
semi-grand canonical ensemble, as described above. In particular,
we examine the case of oversized B atoms having rBB ¼ 1:1 and
�BB ¼ 1:1 in a system with T ¼ 0:1 subject to an applied stress
pzz ¼ 3:0. Fig. 2a shows C as a function of the normalized chemical
potential, Dl=�AA for a R 5 100ð Þ twist grain boundary. As in the
case of the lattice-gas model (see Fig. 1), one observes a series of
layering transitions as a function of Dl, with narrower regions of
complexion stability associated with larger values of the chemical
potential difference, Dl. Furthermore, simulations at different val-
ues of pzz indicate that the locations of complexion transitions can
be altered by the imposition of different applied stresses. In Fig. 2b
the corresponding miscibility gap for the equilibrium between a
bare grain boundary and a single-layer complexion in shown in
the C-T plane. For this case, a somewhat larger atomic misfit
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Fig. 1. (a) The excess fraction, C, as a function of the normalized chemical potential
difference, Dl=J, for temperature ratios s ¼ 0:1 (solid line), 0.3 (dashed line) and 0.4
(dot-dashed line). (b) The excess fraction, C, versus the reduced temperature, s, for
different complexion states. Note the series of miscibility gaps that highlight
complexion coexistence. Re-plotted after [12], with permission from Elsevier.

results come from an atomistic simulation of a binary alloy in the semi-grand
canonical ensemble, and are qualitatively similar to those obtained in Fig. 1.
rBB ¼ 1:13 and a large interaction energy �BB ¼ 3:0 in a system
for pzz ¼ 0:1 are employed. This result is qualitatively similar to
one of the miscibility gaps obtained for the lattice-gas model
(see Fig. 1b).

The aforementioned Wynblatt-Chatain model can also be used
to construct complexion diagrams [14]. Fig. 3 displays two equiv-
alent GB complexion diagrams, plotted in both the Dl-T and X-T
planes, where X denotes the alloy composition. Wynblatt and
Chatain [15] already demonstrated that their model can produce
a single prewetting transition. Using a variant of their model, we
obtained Fig. 3 using a simplified regular-solution type model of
a binary alloy representing an average, large-angle, general twist
GB in Ag-doped Ni. Thus, the Wynblatt-Chatain model can also
produce multiple layering transitions for a strongly segregating
system, similar to those predicted by the model of Rickman et al.
[12]. These figures show that at constant temperatures layering
transitions produce a series of discrete GB complexions, such as
intrinsic (nominally clean) GBs, bilayers, and high-order complex-
ions (4-layers and beyond), with increasing bulk composition
(Fig. 3b) or chemical potential (Fig. 3a). These transitions are sim-
ilar to those predicted by the lattice-gas model discussed above.
With increasing temperature, the first-order transition lines may
terminate at critical points, beyond which the complexion transi-
tions becomes continuous. We note that this model only produces
even numbers of adsorbate layers, due to a mirror symmetry in the
twist GBs used in the model.

The lattice models considered here do not permit any interfacial
disordering, which may occur at high temperatures near the bulk
solidus line. Thus, an alternative approach to complexion modeling
regards liquid-like GB complexions as thin layers of a confined



Fig. 3. Computed GB complexion diagrams for a regular-solution type binary alloy with parameters chosen to represent an average, large-angle, general, twist GB in Ag-
doped Ni, using the Wynblatt-Chatain model [14]. The equivalent complexion diagrams are plotted in (a) the Dl-T and (b) the X-T planes. The superscripts in Ag⁄ and Ni⁄ are
used to indicate that these phases are Ag-like and Ni-like, respectively, and that they may differ somewhat from the real Ag-doped Ni alloy due to simplifications adopted in
the model. This is unpublished work, courtesy of Naixie Zhou.
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liquid, following the phenomenological thermodynamic model
described above. In this approach, layering transitions are pro-
duced using structural oscillatory potentials; for a confined hard-
sphere liquid with particle diameter d, colloidal theory indicates
that such a potential should have a period of d with an oscillatory
amplitude that decays exponentially [33]. This approach is quite
useful in describing observed Dillon-Harmer complexion states
(see Fig. 4a).
Fig. 4. (a) Schematic illustration of Dillon-Harmer complexions. (b) Schematic plots of no
distance, indicating the formation of a series of distinct Dillon-Harmer complexions at
decaying oscillatory interfacial potential is used to represent an undercooled hard-sphe
Panel (a) is reprinted after [4,34] and Panel (b) is replotted after [50], with permissions
An example of an exponentially-decaying oscillatory potential,
superposed on another exponentially-decaying potential (namely
1� exp �h=nð Þ) having a longer characteristic length n, is shown
in Fig. 4b in the form of a normalized excess GB energy, as
expressed by Eq. (6). With increasing undercooling (decreasing
k), a series of GB complexions, corresponding to the minima in
the curves, having discrete interfacial widths of heq=d can be
produced. This series of complexions is similar to the six
rmalized excess GB energy vs. normalized interfacial width h=d, where d is an atomic
different undercooling temperatures (represented by k values). An exponentially-
re liquid. The normalized excess GB energy is identical to f ðhÞ for the case k ¼ þ1.
from Elsevier.



Fig. 5. (a) A computed GB complexion diagram and (b) the corresponding GB excess
vs. normalized bulk composition curves for the three selected GBs labeled in (a).
Re-plotted after [16], with permission from AIP.
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Dillon-Harmer complexions (Fig. 4a) that are observed in both
ceramics [4] and metals [8,34].

The sharp-interface model described in Section 2 can be com-
bined with lattice and diffuse-interface models to construct GB
complexion diagrams for binary alloys with well-defined layering
transitions and critical points [16], as shown in Fig. 5. It should
be noted that the effective interfacial width increases with increas-
ing bulk composition continuously above the critical (roughening)
points; moreover, layering occurs below the roughening points,
leading to stepwise increases in the interfacial width and produc-
ing a series of discrete Dillon-Harmer complexions (Fig. 4a).
Although one can formulate a more complex description of this
phenomenon [16], these layering transitions originate from the
same structural oscillatory potential discussed above. It is worth
noting that analogous layering transitions have been observed
and modeled for surface multilayer gas adsorption on non-
reacting, attractive substrates [35].
4. Discussion and conclusions

We have reviewed three simplified models that describe layer-
ing (i.e., complexion) transitions at grain boundaries in multicom-
ponent solids. These models predict the occurrence of multiple
layering transitions, with each transition having an associated GB
critical point. They are useful for describing complexion equilibria
and permit the construction of complexion diagrams that summa-
rize regions of stability. It has been demonstrated that complexion
transitions are first-order in character and that their locations in
parameter space may be altered, for example, by an applied stress.

There are several outstanding issues as to the nature of these
transitions and their impact on observed properties. First, one
would expect that transition temperatures, etc., will depend on
the macroscopic degrees of freedom associated with the boundary,
but a systematic study of such dependencies is still lacking. More-
over, while the nature of the transition is evidently first order, and
therefore occurs via nucleation and growth, the mechanism of the
transition has not been elucidated in any detail [34]. It is also of
interest to examine complexion states in systems with many alloy-
ing elements, such as high-entropy alloys, where the interactions
of multiple segregating elements may produce new interfacial
phenomena.

With regard to properties, it is expected that a GB segregant will
influence phonon and electron scattering as well as mass diffusion
at internal interfaces. For example, in recent work by Goel et al.
[36] it was shown that the Kapitza resistance in SiC is dictated,
at least in part, by the presence of oversized dopant atoms located
at grain boundaries, and therefore by phonon scattering from these
segregants. It is also therefore plausible that electrical conductivity
will correlate with complexion states in metals owing to differ-
ences in electron scattering at segregated boundaries. For func-
tional ceramics, the formation of impurity-based complexions is
believed to have a strong impact on electrical [37], thermal
[38,39] and ionic [40–42] conductivities, and may affect or even
control the critical current of high-Tc superconductors [43], the
coercivity of permanent magnets [44] and the rate capabilities
and cycling stability of lithium-ion batteries [45–49]. For a more
extended discussion of these topics, see the critical review by
Luo [30]. Finally, given the structural and chemical changes associ-
ated with complexion transitions, it is also likely that reaction
pathways for mass diffusion will vary from one complexion state
to another. Direct experimental evidence highlighting the impact
of complexion transitions on properties is still lacking in many
cases, and it is hoped that this paper will motivate such studies.
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